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A B S T R A C T

Cyber security incident response playbooks are critical for establishing an effective incident response capability within organizations. We identify a significant conceptual gap in the current research and practice of cyber security playbook design: the lack of ability to communicate the operational impact of an incident and of incident response on an organization. In this paper, we present a mechanism to address the gap by introducing the operational context into an incident response playbook. This conceptual contribution calls for a shift from playbooks that consist only of process models to playbooks that consist of process models closely linked with a model of operations. We describe a novel approach to embed a model of operations into the incident response playbook and link it with the playbook’s incident response activities. This allows to reflect, in an accurate and systematic way, the interdependencies and mutual influences of incident response activities on operations and vice versa. The approach includes the use of a new metric for evaluating the change in operations in coordination with critical thresholds, supporting decision-making during cyber security incident response. We demonstrate the application of the proposed approach to playbook design in the context of a ransomware attack incident response, using a newly developed open-source tool.

1. Introduction

Cyber security Incident Response (IR) is a crucial element of coping with cyber security incidents and assuring operational resilience. A cyber security incident is any form of an attack which involves an artifact in the cyber/digital domain, whether as a primary target or as a means to achieving the end goal of an attack. Risk management and introduction of cyber security controls into the designs of systems and organizations can raise the level of security. However, once a cyber security incident occurs, it is essential to respond to it effectively. IR is a collective term which relates to the planning and execution of such response and is considered to be a key organizational cyber security capability (Ahmad et al., 2012; Stouffer et al., 2022).

Explaining to the boards and executives how a cyber security incident and IR might impact the operations of their organization is highly important. In a tabletop exercise on concurrent cyber and emergency incident response, it was observed that executives often fail to understand organizational cyber security risks (Korn et al., 2021). The United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) explicitly advises to communicate the impact of process shutdowns or communication disconnections on business operations with all stakeholders during IR (Stouffer et al., 2022).

Despite the acknowledged need for reflecting the impact of IR on operations, IR is typically executed only with technical considerations in mind, failing to consider the associated impact on business operations. The impact of a cyber security incident on an organization could have a wide range of consequences including physical/digital, economic, psychological, reputational and social/societal (Agrafiotis et al., 2018).

The traditional approach to IR, which is limited to the technical aspect, becomes even more problematic in the Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) context\textsuperscript{1}. Failure to consider the impact on the availability of CNI systems may lead to tragic consequences. For example, a typical way to address a malware infection is to disconnect an infected device from a network. However, this is a poor and dangerous strategy when the infected device performs critical tasks (Huang et al., 2019). A vivid example of the dangerous unsuitability of the disconnection strategy in the CNI context is the 2021 Colonial Pipeline cyber incident, in which this strategy was employed and resulted in a serious disruption.

---

\textsuperscript{1} CNI refers to systems and assets that are vital to the functioning of a country and whose disruption would have a significant impact on national security, economic stability, or public health and safety. Examples of CNI sectors include energy, finance, healthcare, and transportation.
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to service with a lasting impact on fuel supply (Tsvetanov and Slaria, 2021). We further discuss this incident in Section 2.

Ahmad et al. (2012) discuss the additional importance of IR in the context of organizational learning, as a practice which produces information for subsequent risk assessments. In a later, related work, Ahmad et al. (2020) expand the discussion, calling for integration between the security management organizational function – which produces risk-informed policies – and the IR organizational function. They state that “providing IR with strategic and tactical guidance on policy... improves the effectiveness and efficiency of the organizational security response.” However, neither of these publications explains how IR should be informed by risk assessment and policy – while the incident takes place – or suggests a rigorous method for providing the said guidance to IR.

Similarly, Stamper et al. (2019) identify that risk tolerance definitions and IR require input from multiple stakeholders, particularly from executives; and that often chief security officers, who oversee IR, make risk-related decisions that affect business and that are outside of their remit of responsibility. Furthermore, Stamper et al. (2019) state that it is desirable to build an IR plan based on business (or mission/operations) impact analysis which incorporates the risk appetite. While stating the importance of incorporating all relevant stakeholders as members of an IR team and discussing a general principle according to which playbooks should prescribe the specific organization’s response to address common types of incidents, no guidance is offered by Stamper et al. (2019) for an impact and risk informed IR design. Furthermore, a needs assessment for computer security IR effectiveness identifies prominent gaps in IR tools, specifically mentioning the need for “a tool for estimating the initial impact and risk of a reported cyber security incident in a structured way” (Van der Kleij et al., 2017). Cyber security practitioners typically rely on playbooks to provide instructions and guidance on IR (Ahmad et al., 2021; Naseer et al., 2021; Schlette et al., 2021; Staves et al., 2022). An IR playbook is an action plan prescribing a set of steps that should be carried out in response to a given incident (Bartock et al., 2016; Onwubiko, 2018). A recent empirical evaluation of the usability of IR playbooks suggests that a potential improvement for playbook designs is the consideration of the organizational concerns and constraints, yet no method is provided to address this (Stevens et al., 2022). Another publication about developing a decision support system for cyber security and incident managers outlined the need to address the impact on operations when preparing IR playbooks, but only provided a very general memory aid to account for that (van der Kleij et al., 2022). In Section 2.A, we discuss further the limitations in the state-of-the-art in playbooks design. Our analysis shows that while a playbook is a useful and widely used instrument for managing and handling cyber security IR there is a significant room for improvement in the IR playbook design theory and practice.

In this paper, we propose a conceptual and applicable extension of the IR playbook concept, which addresses the gaps discussed above and allows communicating the impact of an incident on operations and showing how an incident and an IR process can affect an intended operational status. Our contribution is two-fold. First, we introduce the concept of an operations-informed playbook, identifying that IR playbooks should be extended from a pure process orientation to a process model connected and aligned with a model of operations. Second, we provide a concrete modelling approach – supported by an open-source application developed as part of our research – that supports the design and use of extended playbooks. We demonstrate the value of the new IR approach in a widely applicable ransomware attack scenario. In Section 2, we discuss background regarding the design of IR playbooks with respect to impact on operations, dependency modelling and ransomware attacks. In Section 3, we present our novel concept of an extended cyber security IR playbook, and outline a practical, tool-supported approach to designing the extended playbooks, demonstrating the feasibility of applying the new concept. In Section 4, we detail a case study of responding to a ransomware attack and use it to validate our suggested approach. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the advantages and the limitations of our approach and suggest future work.

2. Background

A. Impact in playbooks design

IR is expected to be driven by the impact of the detected incident on operations (Stamper et al., 2019). Additionally, IR should consider the impact of the response activities while devising or enacting the response (Ahmad et al., 2020). Playbooks are often used to orchestrate IR and can be used as a decision support system in the IR context (van der Kleij et al., 2022). IR playbooks are process models that depict incident response activities as workflows (Schlette et al., 2021). Typical representation mechanisms for IR playbooks are

(1) text (narrative and description of steps), e.g., Microsoft’s IR playbooks (Microsoft, 2023);
(2) graphical flow diagrams, either informal or semi-formal (i.e., using a process modelling standard), e.g., the Scottish government’s ransomware playbook (Scottish Government, 2020);
(3) markup languages, e.g., the CACAO playbooks (OASIS Open, 2021);
(4) tables, e.g., the Canadian Center for Cyber Security’s ransomware playbook (Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, 2021).

NIST’s guide for cyber security event recovery explicitly acknowledges the need to include dependency maps in playbooks to help in devising a response according to the desirable restoration priority, and even discusses this in an example of recovery from a ransomware incident (Bartock et al., 2016). However, the guide does not specify what form these dependency maps may take or what they are expected to include, only implicitly hinting at some sort of representation of the operational structure. Furthermore, the guide does not offer any specific mechanisms or methods to incorporate such dependency maps in the playbooks and in the actual IR

A comparative study of IR playbook formats acknowledges the importance of identifying the impact of IR activities with respect to operations, yet the study does not identify impact as a standalone IR concept (Schlette et al., 2021). The same study identifies prioritization as an IR security concept, and states that it is “mostly realised with indicating severity.” An identification of severity is merely an overall assessment of the impact, usually as a qualitative, ordinal ranking, and it does not provide concrete details about the impact, such as affected services and disruptions to operations.

Based on their analysis of the drawbacks of the examined playbook standards, (Schlette et al., 2021) advise to “document the potential impact of incident response procedures” and identify this as a motivation for incorporating approval mechanisms represented by the authorization security concept. Also, we note that the impact concept is implemented in two of the playbook formats surveyed: in CACAO, where an impact value indicates organizational consequences of the execution of a playbook (OASIS Open, 2021); and in the discontinued RECAST, where a free-form description allows to specify the consequence as a contextual characteristic of an entire playbook (Applebaum et al., 2018). These implementations, however, are limited in being a single value/description for the entire playbook. Accordingly, these formats do not provide means to incorporate and align a fine-grained cyber security impact analysis into playbooks, neither during the playbook design nor upon enactment of the playbook.

2 In fact, the guide implicitly mentions that dependency maps emerge from threat modelling, while referring to a 2016 threat modelling guide – NIST SP 800-154 – which has never advanced beyond a draft release and has no mention of dependency maps.
Furthermore, CCAO and RECAST do not explicitly reference a model of operations, and therefore are not sustainable in terms of monitoring operational changes and/or revised security assessment during enactment of an IR procedure; both of which are typical consequences of IR in the organizational cyber security landscape.

There remains a significant gap in both IR research and practice in associating IR actions with operational impact. This is manifested in the lack of capability within the existing IR playbook standards and design approaches to model and capture the impact of IR on operations. This missing capability undermines effective IR planning and enactment, and decision making.

B. Dependency modelling

In risk assessment, the impact of a cyber security incident is typically captured as an element of risk (alongside feasibility) (Shaked, 2023). Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is commonly used in reliability and safety engineering to perform assessments of component failures by performing a deductive analysis. FTA allows mapping a technical system using a tree-like structure. When applied to cyber security, FTA results in attack trees (Nagaraju et al., 2017). However, the downside to this approach is that only technical aspects of the system are modelled, failing to provide a wider scope for the implications of the attacks. MITRE’s Structured Cyber Resilience Analysis Methodology (Bodeau and Graubart, 2016) in combination with Crown Jewels Analysis (Kertzner et al., 2022) and Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework (Bodeau and Graubart, 2011) can be used to build a cyber dependency map. However, this is limited to the cyber domain, e.g., hardware and software lifecycles from development to system deployment, lacking a wider scope, specifically with respect to organizational operational objectives. To capture the impact of IR on complex systems or organizations, it is necessary to use modelling methods that provide a system-level perspective. System-level cyber security risk assessment methods are in their infancy.

Dependency Modelling (DM) is a method for organizational risk management based on a data model that can be applied as a system-level method (The Open Group, 2012). Unlike other system-level risk analysis methods – such as STPA-Sec (Young and Leveson, 2013) – DM is a quantitative method, and as such it promotes the ability to establish quantitative metrics; providing a more fine-grained assessment system to support decision making. Furthermore, as opposed to typical failure-oriented approaches (e.g., the aforementioned STPA-Sec), DM employs a positivist approach to phrasing the operational statements, describing a desirable state of operations as a context for analyzing and managing risks. This positivist, constructive approach details what needs to be done or maintained (as opposed to what should be avoided) for an organization to perform as intended, and as such it is better suited for informing system-related designs, such as the design of incident response. Accordingly, and perhaps most pertinent to our work, DM relies on representing operational dependencies explicitly in a data model as a critical step. This results in a model of operations being readily available as part of the DM risk assessment process. DM can provide valuable models of operations in CNI-related context (Cherdantseva et al., 2022; Rotibi et al., 2023), corresponding with the scope of our case study application.

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical artifact resulting from dependency modelling, expressed visually using the tool we developed for this research, as mentioned in Section 3. The nodes in the directed graph represent goals and sub-goals, with leaf nodes representing the lowest level of dependencies, and the edges represent the relations between goals and sub-goals. The relations may be OR-typed – represented in the figure by hollow diamond and arrowhead at the sub-goal end, or AND-typed – represented in the figure by filled diamond and arrowhead. OR-typed dependencies reduce the risk to the parent, as every one of the possible dependencies is sufficient to accomplish the parent goal; while AND-typed dependencies increase the risk, as the parent goal relies on all of its dependencies, i.e., a compromise of a single dependency can lead to a parent goal’s failure. Each node has a state represented by the probability of success (relative green area of the node) or failure (relative red area of the node). In the figure, the success probability explicitly appears in a little grey box attached to each node.

C. Ransomware attacks on critical national infrastructure

Our case study explores the use of our approach to playbooks design in the context of a ransomware attack on CNI. In this subsection, we provide the related background to rationalize the selection of this context for our case study, highlighting that it is a valid and prominent type of cyber incident and a genuine challenge for effective IR.

Ransomware is a type of malware that encrypts data on computer systems, and then demands payment to be made for the user to regain access to the data. The motivation for ransomware attacks is financial, with the attackers encrypting the victim’s data and demanding payment in exchange for the decryption key. Ransomware attacks have become a significant concern for organizations, particularly those in CNI sectors, with far-reaching and long-lasting consequences, as the disruption of the CNI may significantly impact national security, economic stability, or public health and safety. Furthermore, the techniques used by ransomware are used in offensive operations designed to cause maximum interference with a system e.g., CRASHOVERRIDE, which deployed a wiper tool to disable CNI systems (Dragos Inc., 2017).

There have been several notable ransomware attacks on CNI organizations in recent years. Some of the most widely known attacks follow. The 2017 WannaCry attack affected organizations in various CNI sectors, including healthcare, transportation, and telecommunications. The attack spread rapidly by using a worm-like malware that exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft Windows (Akanov et al., 2019; US Department of Homeland Security’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, 2017). Even though a kill switch preventing further infection was discovered few hours after the attack and quickly exercised, WannaCry resulted in widespread disruption to operations and significant financial losses (see, for example, Ghauri et al., 2019). This increased the awareness that “it is crucial to develop and implement an agreed strategy for measuring the true effect of cybersecurity incidents” and that “a systems approach and clear plan are required” (Martin et al., 2018).

The 2019 LockerGoga attack targeted one of the world’s largest
aluminum manufacturers and disrupted the company’s operations (Adamov et al., 2019; Akramova Nargiza, 2022). IR planning was suggested, in retrospect, as an effective countermeasure to the attack (Akramova Nargiza, 2022). The 2020 SolarWinds attack targeted US government agencies as well as private companies like FireEye and Microsoft (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2021). The attack was conducted through supply chain attack where the attackers hid a trojan in a software update of the SolarWinds Orion software, which is a widely used Information Technology monitoring and management platform (Freas et al., 2022). In 2021, a ransomware compromised the Colonial Pipeline, a company responsible for gasoline distribution in the U.S. east coast. The incident had a significant impact on the U.S. economy and daily life as the pipeline – responsible for about 45% of the East Coast’s fuel supply – was shut down in response and in attempt to minimize damage; causing long lines at gas stations, and spiking gas prices (Freas et al., 2022; Spaulding, 2021). The Colonial Pipeline company reportedly paid the attackers a ransom of about $4.4 million at the time, to regain access to their systems. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the attackers claim they did not intend to disrupt the pipeline operations; nevertheless, the impact on the operations was significant (Spaulding, 2021). While the shutdown lasted for six days, it had a lasting impact (Tsvetanov and Slaria, 2021), and this highlighted the vulnerability of the country’s critical infrastructure to cyber-attacks and the need for better preparedness and IR plans (Freas et al., 2022). Specifically, it was identified that “planning … incident response to reduce the impact of a successful hack is one of the most important, and often underappreciated, elements of managing cyber risk” (Spaulding, 2021).

3. Operations-informed incident response playbook

In this section, we introduce the operations-informed IR playbook, to address the gap with respect to the incident and IR operational impact analysis (discussed in Sections 1 and 2). Our new type of playbook integrates a process model, which is the prominent form of playbook, with an operational model in the form of a dependency map.

Our novel approach to IR playbooks design is to create operations-informed IR playbooks. This is achieved by associating activities in an IR process model with respective operational context. We relate to this as “operations-informed playbooks”.

For simplicity purposes, in this paper we use a previously developed IR process model (Shaked et al., 2022). This does not limit the applicability of our concept: our approach remains applicable to any process model which relates to workflows or activities. Specifically, all models surveyed by Schlette et al. (2021) are suitable, and so are any playbooks in a form of a flow-chart. An adaptation can also be made to support tabular forms when each row of a table entry translates into an activity in a process model.

In our newly devised, extended playbook, we connect activities of a process model with elements of a model of the operations. We use DM to create the model of operations. DM was selected due to being a constructive approach that results in a model of operations (as explained in Section 2.B). We note that the original use of DM is for organizational risk management (The Open Group, 2012). Our novel reading of a dependency model as a model of operations is based on the consideration that a dependency model captures all statements that assure proper
operation. In this research, DM is an enabler of establishing and maintaining a consistent view on operations, providing a bi-directional link between risk management and incident response to address the gap we established in Section 1. Fig. 2 illustrates the organizational role of the model of operations, as we identify, implement and leverage in this paper. The model of operations is a representation of the organization’s operations that can be used to feed risk management for operations-informed risk assessment. Risk management can provide feedback on the design of the model of operations, e.g., how operations can become more resilient to failures by introducing alternative dependencies to achieve operational goals (OR-typed dependencies, as we discussed Section 2). The model of operations can also feed incident response for operations-informed impact analysis, leading to an operations-informed response for incidents. Incident response can, in return, improve the credibility of the model of operations with respect to the actual organizational operation, e.g., by reflecting details and dependencies that were discovered during investigations but are missing from the model. An example of this is provided shortly in our case study (Section 4), when we revise a previously validated dependency model to accommodate lower-level dependencies for one of the elements. Such feedback from incident response can lead to a more accurate organizational situational awareness, which then feeds updates to both risk management and to incident response, for assessing future risks and designing and executing future IR playbooks respectively.

Fig. 3 illustrates the underlying approach of integrating DM into IR. Initially, a baseline dependency model of operations DMBL exists, reflecting normal operations of the CNI systems. This dependency model depicts the system objective/s and dependencies in the form of operational statements with an associated operational value, calculated based on lower-level dependencies if these exist. Examples of such models are shown and discussed shortly. The dependency model of operations may be the result of a risk assessment activity (with operational values being assigned in the form of probabilities). Once an incident is identified, its impact analysis – which is a typical IR best practice activity (Ahmad et al., 2020; Bartock et al., 2016) – is captured in a new version of the model, DM(1), which describes the new situation from an operational perspective. The goal of IR is therefore to restore the operational status to DMBL or to improve it beyond the original baseline. This already places a clear operational context on IR, which is missing from current playbook approaches.

Next, we can analyse the effect of IR activities on the dependency model of operations. Each planned IR activity can be associated with respective statements in the dependency model. The respective statements are the lowest level elements of the dependency model of operations that are identified as affected by the activity. The association between an activity and an affected statement clearly indicates if the activity has a restorative or an adverse effect with respect to the operational statement. These associations can be made in advance, i.e., when designing IR playbooks for future use; or while analyzing a specific incident and the proposed response, when an organization is trying to figure out the correct way to respond and how this will affect its business.

Before initiating an activity (including incident detection) during IR, an alternative operational status is considered/generated, based on the value change in affected statements. These are represented in derived models of operations, denoted DM[BL]. Inspired by a notation of denoting derivation, the number x can represent the number of scenarios that are generated during the IR up to a specific point in time. The overall change from the current existing operational value of a specific statement in the dependency model to IR-induced operational value is computed. This change reflects the impact of the incident or the incident response activity on the operations, and we refer to this metric as Change in Operations (CiO). This CiO metric allows the IR team:

1. to better understand the operational impact of a new incident. This can include the full realization of risk/compromise, by turning the overall value associated with an operational statement to zero (0);
2. to better understand the impact of performing an incident response activity;
3. to control and orchestrate the IR activities that are performed, e.g., by authorizing such activities with higher level management or coordinating them with stakeholders. The operations-informed playbook can hold a requirement to notify/approve the design/execution of a playbook activity if the resulting CiO to a high-level operational statement falls below a critical threshold (CT); or a requirement to coordinate with a regulator if the value associated with a specific operational statement drops below a critical threshold.

We implemented the operations-informed playbook using a software tool that we developed and offer as an open-source tool. This tool allows us to rigorously evaluate the new concept and demonstrate its feasibility. The playbook figures that follow are screenshots of the tool’s functional representations. This is designed to prove the technical validity and feasibility of the proposed approach.

4. Case study evaluation

This section demonstrates the value of using our new approach to IR Playbooks, by presenting a case study of ransomware IR playbook

---

Fig. 4. Suggested phases of incident response.
design. The case study relies on real-life incidents, with prominent examples identified in the Background section. Furthermore, the case study employs a real playbook, the Scottish Government Generic Ransomware Playbook (Scottish Government, 2020); adapting it to the specific case study as well as abstracting it for readability and proper scoping. The specific playbook does not limit the general applicability of our approach. The playbook was selected due to its relative clarity and organization, as its phases correspond well with IR best practices, such as those captured by NIST (Gichonski et al., 2012). Specifically, the ransomware IR playbook offered by the Scottish Government covers the different aspects of ransomware IR. The playbook relates to five phases: 1. Preparation, 2. Detection, 3. Analysis, 4. Remediation, and 5. Post Incident. These correspond to a high degree with the phases defined by NIST (1. Preparation, 2. Detection & Analysis, 3. Containment, Eradication and Recovery, and 4. Post-Incident activity). The Preparation IR phase largely involves establishing an IR capability. In accord with the scope of this paper, this phase is represented by the activity of designing an IR playbook. A playbook details relevant processes, whose design is essential to organizational capacity building (Shaked and Reich, 2019). The remaining four phases relate to the content of the playbook, and as such are captured in our playbook’s process model. Fig. 4 illustrates this. In this paper, for the purpose of brevity and readability, we concentrate on the Analysis and Remediation phases, while acknowledging that the design should include further breakdown of the other phases. This does not limit the applicability or the generality of the proposed approach to create operations-informed playbooks.

The Analysis phase includes three activities: analyze the extent of the incident, identify and report potentially compromised data, and develop a remediation plan. We adapt the second activity to the context of CNI by extending it to relate to components and not only data. Compromised components may have impact with respect to integrity and availability, and in some cases even confidentiality (e.g., when a cryptographic mechanism fails); and these notions of impact seem to be missing in the original Scottish Government playbook. While beyond the scope of our work, we note – as further elaboration – that each activity includes suggestions for lower-level activities. In the case of the second activity, such lower-level activities include: “Identify any data impacted by the ransomware attack” and “Engage data owners and the business to understand the business impact of the compromised data.” Our adaptation calls for revising these as “Identify any data or component impacted by the ransomware attack” and “Engage data owners, CNI architects or systems engineers and the business to understand the business/service impact of the compromised data and/or component.” This adaptation to CNI is noteworthy as it demonstrates: 1. that the original playbook fails to properly relate to ransomware attacks in CNI context; 2. that playbooks should be carefully adapted to their context of use. We capture the Analysis phase’s high-level activities in our IR process model (Fig. 5).

The Remediation phase also includes three high-level activities: Containment, Eradication, and Recover to BAU (business as usual). This is also captured in the IR process model (Fig. 6). Each of these activities includes suggested lower-level activity guidelines, such as “Reduce any further malicious activity by quarantining affected systems and removing them from the network, where possible, or applying access controls to isolate from production networks” (in Containment), “Reinstall any standalone systems from a clean OS back-up before updating with trusted data back-ups” (in Eradication), and “Reintegrate previously compromised systems” (in Recover to BAU). However, the previous phase’s “Develop a remediation plan” activity requires lower-level details of the remediation phase’s activities to be designed based on the analysis of the incident and its impact. This necessitates a coherent view of the operations to be consistently maintained between the Analysis and the Remediation phases. And this is the point at which playbooks typically break and fail.

We now show how contextualizing the playbook process with respect to the relevant organizational/service operations contributes to maintaining a coherent view in support of designing and executing the IR remediation plan. First, we associate the playbook with a model of operations. This model of operations is based on a previously established dependency model for SCADA systems (Cherdantseva et al., 2022). We limit our discussion to a binary model of operations, with the value ‘1’ representing an “operational” status for a specific statement and the value ‘0’ representing a “non-operational” status for a specific statement. We assign the operational value for the model statements by representing an operational/non-operational status for a specific statement and replacing the values of all statements typed “uncontrollable” (the leaf nodes in the dependency model) to the value ‘1’, denoting a fully functional operational status (i.e., a baseline with no operational issues). This is done in order to provide a clear and easily communicable representation of our approach. There is no loss of generality in this simplification. Specifically, operational models can be used with...
probability values to denote a more quantitative status of operation. Discussing various operational model designs, their advantages and limitations is beyond the scope of this paper. We, therefore, focus on a simple yet still effective operational model, as established shortly by its integration as the context in our playbook.

Fig. 7 shows the top hierarchy of the adopted SCADA dependency model (henceforth abbreviated “SCADA-DM”). Fig. 8 shows further decomposition of the “System Architecture is Ok” statement (which appears on the previous figure) in terms of its dependencies, as well as further breakdown of the “Software is Ok” statement dependencies. The

Fig. 8. Further decomposition of system architecture and software dependencies.

Fig. 9. Operations-informed ransomware playbook, high-level.
DM representations should be read as follows. The shade of each statement element represents its operational status: green for ‘1’ (operational), red for ‘0’ (non-operational). A hollow arrowhead represents an ‘or’ dependency whereas a filled arrowhead denotes an “and” dependency. The type of dependency is also denoted by an or/and gate attached to the statement element. Uncontrollable statement elements (i.e., statements that have no lower-level dependencies in the model or whose status is directly specified and not computed by lower-level dependencies) do not have a logical gate attached. We assign a CT value with respect to the highest hierarchy statement “Secure and safe operation of a SCADA system”: CT = 1; denoting that any activity which reduces the operational status of the system should be approved/acknowledged by relevant stakeholders.

Similar to the generic playbook offered by the Scottish Government, the SCADA-DM should also be adapted to the specific system in question, to coincide with organizational and systems structures and dependencies. For example, the dependencies of the “Virtualization and virtual servers are Okay” statement (Fig. 8) can be elaborated to include specific servers. For the sake of brevity and readability, we do not make such adaptations in this paper. Furthermore, relating to a previously established dependency model allows us to reflect on the contribution of our approach to the overall cyber security effort, which we discuss in Section 5. For this case study, we performed a trivial adaptation of the SCADA-DM: the original dependency model identified a primary control center with its lower-level dependency as well as a backup control center with no breakdown of its dependencies; and we extended the SCADA-DM to detail the backup control center’s dependencies (currently considered as similar to the primary control’s dependencies, i.e., no additional concepts are added). This is shown in Fig. 9, which is further discussed shortly.

The contextualization of the IR process model with respect to the model of operations SCADA-DM is achieved by associating activities in the process model with affected statements in SCADA-DM. This can be done in any relevant hierarchy in both models, as we demonstrate shortly. As a general recommendation, one should aspire to associate each relevant activity with the lowest-level statement available in the dependency model. This will facilitate the most granular assessment of how the incident and the incident response affect the operational status.

Let us now consider a specific case of a Master Terminal Unit (MTU) being compromised with a ransomware as our cyber security incident. Fig. 9 shows the high-level IR process model and the SCADA-DM (filtered for representation purposes). The figure also shows a new conceptual element in the form of a link (graph edge) between a process model activity and a dependency model statement. This link conveys a.

Fig. 10. Operations-informed remediation plan.
new operational value for the statement affected by the activity (in this case 0.0, which should be read simply as ‘0’ in our binary ranking). The representation shows the link as red to denote its malign effect. The figure explicitly captures the IR best practice of analyzing the affected entities and impact of the incident (as specified in the Scottish government playbook, for example). In the specific case, the incident analysis resulted in the understanding that only the MTU of the primary control center is compromised, i.e., that specific MTU – which we refer to as Primary-MTU – is identified as the sole affected component. Accordingly, the Primary-MTU operational status is reduced from ‘1’ to ‘0’. If this analysis is enacted, the impact on the system level operation can be evaluated. In this case, the operational status of the primary control center is automatically updated to ‘0’, based on its “AND” typed dependency on that specific MTU. A CiO metric assigned to that status - CiO_{Primary-MTU} – is therefore 1. However, the overall system operation is not affected, as “The control center is Ok” statement has “OR” typed dependencies to the two different control centers. A CiO metric assigned to the overall system status – CiO_{SCADA-Sys} – is therefore 0.

We now proceed to the design of the remediation phase. In general, a best practice is to find the root cause of the incident. Identifying the root cause of a cyber event is important to planning the remediation, as overlooking vulnerabilities may inadvertently leave weaknesses that adversaries may exploit again (Bartock et al., 2016). Ransomware attacks may rely on vulnerabilities, and, accordingly, be fully mitigated by addressing these vulnerabilities (e.g., by applying security patches). The aforementioned WannaCry ransomware exemplifies this (US Department of Homeland Security’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, 2017). Let us assume that the detected ransomware in Primary-MTU was enabled by a vulnerability which can be solved by applying a patch to the MTU’s operating system. If we wish to prevent similar incidents, it is therefore wise to apply the patch to all components that have this vulnerability. An additional immediate candidate for patching – alongside Primary-MTU – is the MTU of the back control center, which we refer to as Secondary-MTU and is an exact replica (bar some software configuration) of Primary-MTU. A resulting plan can be to isolate both components from the network (as part of the Containment activities) and patch them (as part of the Eradication activities) before eventually restoring them to fully operational status (as part of the Recover to BAU activities). Fig. 10 presents the contextualized version of this plan. It explicitly states that the Containment effort impacts the operation statuses of the MTUs, changing them to “0”. The color legend, based on the models, may assist the designer; the link to the Primary-MTU operational statement is black, denoting it has no effect on it, as its operational status has already been downgraded by the ransomware, as we noted before; whereas the link to the Secondary-MTU operational statement is red, denoting this might have an adverse effect on the operations. Similarly, the Recover to BAU effort restores the operational status of both components to “1”; with the link to the Secondary-MTU statement appearing in black, thus having no effect with respect to the current situation, and the link to the Primary-MTU statement appearing in green to denote a restorative effect with respect to the current situation. As a side note, we wish to state that the links’ color coding may be adapted or revised by practitioners of our approach; this does not affect the generality and applicability of the overall approach.

A what-if analysis of analyzing the execution of the remediation activities is useful in evaluating the effect on the system level operation. Fig. 11 illustrates such an analysis of executing the Containment effort. The execution leads to non-operational status of the ‘System Architecture is Ok’ statement, and in turn, adversely affects the entire system’s operational status, which depends on it (Fig. 7). The overall system operational status – represented by the “Secure and safe operation of a SCADA system” statement – drops from “1” to “0” (CiO_{SCADA-Sys}=1), below the CT (of “1”), possibly requiring such a remediation plan to be approved and well-coordinated with stakeholders prior to its execution.

Fig. 12 presents an alternative remediation plan. This design of the remediation involves performing the containment, eradication and recovery separately and serially for each MTU. First, remediation of
Primary-MTU is addressed, and only then remediation of Secondary-MTU is performed. The figure also details the what-if analysis simulation of the process, up to and including the execution of the “Containment Secondary-MTU” activity. The system’s operational status remains “1" throughout the execution of this plan, and, therefore, such a plan can be executed without requiring additional coordination.

5. Discussion

Playbooks are regarded as crucial element for effective incident response (IR). However, there are still significant gaps in establishing their design and effectiveness, especially with respect to possible operational impact. This paper introduces a novel concept of an operations-informed incident response playbook, which integrates a model of operations with an incident response process model. This elaboration of the playbook concept and its realization lay the rigorous foundations for an operations- and business-oriented IR and for relevant decision making.

Our generalized case study implementation shows the value of using our new operations-informed playbooks-based IR approach. We have shown two alternative designs of a playbook process and how each of them may affect the operations by relating the process to a threshold value (CT) which characterizes an operational status. This demonstrates how the new approach promotes the ability to communicate the design of the playbook with different stakeholders, including management. When presented with multiple IR playbook options, for example, executives may prefer a playbook design which is less harmful to the operations.

A new quantitative metric – Change in Operations (CiO) – supports the contextualization of an incident as well as of the incident response with respect to their impact on operations: (1) the metric first indicates the change in operations due to the occurrence of the incident, based on the affected system dependencies; (2) the metric is then used during IR, whenever applicable, to calculate how a response activity can affect the overall operational status, based on association of activities with their respective impact on operational system statements. This can be done in advance, i.e., when prescribing IR activities for different scenarios; or on-the-fly, when responding to an incident.

While our case study only uses a single critical threshold, we stress that multiple critical thresholds may be used. These can be designed to meet the requirements of different stakeholders or to stress that an incident or an IR procedure that has specific effects requires authorization by a designated stakeholder. As an illustration, an additional critical threshold which relates to the “Primary control station is Ok” statement in our case study – denoted CT2 – may have been introduced to trigger notification to the primary control station manager upon the detection of the incident which affected this operational component, seeking her further involvement. Future research may seek to incorporate additional metrics into playbooks, specifically those associating the model of operations with business and/or performance metrics, such as revenues, reputation and others. This can promote the ability to quantify the impact of an incident and of incident response with respect to organizational objectives.

The lack of an operational statement (in the dependency model) to be associated with an incident or an IR activity may reflect lack of impact (with respect to operations) of the specific incident or IR activity. However, it may also indicate an incomplete/inaccurate risk assessment or poor understanding of operational dependencies. One such example
appears in our case study: the “MTU (SCADA server) is Ok” statement in the SCADA-DM has two lower level “and”-typed dependencies: “Processor and processing power is Ok” and “RAM is Ok.” These do not relate to the issue analyzed to affect the MTU operations in our case study (a ransomware compromising the component). Other software related statements also do not relate to the MTU. Eventually, the effect of analyzing the incident was established with respect to the “MTU (SCADA server) is Ok” statement directly. This suggests that the SCADA-DM can be extended to include other dependencies of the MTU’s operation. Such indication, facilitated by our novel operations-informed playbook, can play a significant part in establishing the highly desirable feedback loop to support organizational learning aimed to improve the cyber security posture [Ahmad et al., 2020].

Our current effort is limited to integrating dependency models with a flow-chart styled process descriptions as a detailed illustration of the operations-informed incident response playbook. However, the specific selections (in dependency models and in a specific process model) are merely representative, and they do not limit the general applicability of our approach to integrate other forms of operational dependencies and process models. Future research can demonstrate such applicability by integrating other models.
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